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Josephson Current through a Superconducting Quantum Point Contact Shorter
than the Coherence Length
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It is shown theoretically that the critical current of a smooth and impurity-free Superconducting con-
striction increases stepwise äs a function of its width. The step height at zero temperature is εΔο/h,
dependent on the energy gap ΔΟ of the bulk superconductor but not on the junction parameters. This is
the analog of the quantized conductance of a point contact in the normal state. It is essential that the
constriction is short compared to the Superconducting coherence length.

PACS numbers: 74.50.+Γ, 73.20.Dx, 85.25.Cp

A few years ago it was discovered1·2 that the conduc-
tance of a ballistic point contact is quantized in units of
2e2/h.i The origin of this phenomenon is the quantiza-
tion of transverse momentum in the constriction. Each
of the N spin-degenerate transverse modes at the Fermi
energy £> in such a quantum point contact contributes
2e 2/h to the conductance. It is well known that the criti-
cal current of a tunnel junction or weak link is related to
its normal-state conductance.4·5 What happens if the
weak link is a quantum point contact? That question6 is
addressed in this paper.

The case that the weak link is a classical ballistic point
contact has been treated by Kulik and Omel'yanchuk.7

They obtained the current-phase-difference relationship
Ι(δφ), and the critical current 7<.=max/(<50), for a point
contact which is so much wider than the Fermi wave-
length λ? that the quantization of transverse momentum
can be ignored. Their analysis is based on a classical
Boltzmann-type transport equation for the Green's func-
tions (the Eilenberger equation5), and is not applicable
to a quantum point contact.

The present analysis is based on the Bogoliubov-de
Gennes (BdG) equation for quasiparticle wave functions,
into which the Green's functions can be expanded.8 We
assume adiabatic transport through the constriction (no
scattering between the modes), and treat the propagation
of each mode using a WKB method.9 This level of
description corresponds to that used by Glazman et al.I0

in their treatment of the conductance quantization in the
normal state. The adiabatic approximation requires that
the width of the constriction varies slowly on the scale of
λρ, and hence that its length 2L »λ/τ. In a superconduc-
tor a new length scale appears, the coherence length
ξο=ϊινρ/πΔο [with VF the Fermi velocity and Δο(Γ) the
temperature-dependent energy gap of the bulk supercon-
ductor]. Since ΔΟ is smaller than E p by several Orders of
magnitude, one can have λ/^ «:/_<£ £0. As we will show,
in the limit L/ξο—* 0 the discrete part of the excitation
energy spectrum consists of an TV-fold degenerate level at
energy £-A0cos(<50/2) [with δφ^(-π,π)]. Only the
discrete spectrum contributes to the Josephson current in
the WKB approximation. At T-0 we find Κδφ)

==yV(M0M)sin(50/2), and hence Ie=Ne&o/h. In the
classical limit N—* °°, our results agree with Ref. 7.

The critical current thus increases stepwise äs the
point contact is widened gradually. The step height
ιΔοΜ is independent of the parameters characterizing
the Josephson junction. This remarkable feature origi-
nales from the insensitivity of the discrete spectrum to
the properties of the junction for L-^ξο. In this respect
the bound states obtained here differ from the Andreev
levels " in an SNS junction with L/v » ξο (S denotes su-
perconductor, N denotes normal metal, and LN is the
Separation of the two SN interfaces), where the discrete
spectrum and critical current depend on LN.l2 Furusaki,
Takayanagi, and Tsukada13 have very recently studied
the Josephson current through a quantum point contact
in the normal region of an SNS junction with LN ~5>ξο·
These authors find that an adiabatic point contact, for
which the conductance quantization is exact,I0 neverthe-
less does not show steps in the critical current. They ob-
tain a stepwise increasing Ic for some nonadiabatic ge-
ometries, but the step height depends sensitively on the
parameters of the junction. The condition L <C £o of the
present work is essential for a generic, junction-inde-
pendent behavior.

Let us now consider an impurity-free Superconducting
constriction (Fig. 1), whose cross-sectional area S(x)
widens from Smj„ to 5max»5min over a length L »λ/τ

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a Superconducting constric-
tion of slowly varying width.
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and <&ξο. The χ axis is along the constriction, and the
area Sm-M is reached at χ = ± L. We are interested in
the case that only a small number N—Sm;„/X} of trans-
verse modes can propagate through the constriction at
energy £>, and we assume that the propagation is adia-
batic, i.e., without scattering between the modes.

In the superconducting reservoirs to the left and right
of the constriction the pair potential (of absolute value
ΔΟ) has phase φ\ and <t>2, respectively. The characteriza-
tion of the reservoirs by a constant phase is not strictly
correct. The phase of the pair potential has a gradient in
the bulk if a current flows. The gradient is l/ξο when
the current density equals the critical current density in
the bulk. In our case the critical current is limited by
the point contact, so that the gradient of the phase in the
bulk is much smaller than l/ξο [by a factor Sm\„/S(x)
<£.l]. Since the Josephson current is determined by the
region within ξο from the junction, one can safely neglect
this gradient.

As we enter the constriction from, say, the left reser-
voir, the pair potential Δ(Γ) begins to vary from the bulk
value Δοβχρ(/0ι), for two reasons: (a) because the small
number of transverse modes leads to a nonuniform densi-
ty; and (b) because of contributions from the N modes
which have reached r from the right reservoir. Nonuni-
formities in Δ due to (a) and (b) are of order l/N(x)

and N/N(x)=Smin/S(x), respectively
being the number of propagating modes at x].

For | x | > L we have both S(;t)»x£ and 5(x)»5min.
One may therefore neglect these nonuniformities for
U | > L, and put

if -I,
(1)

Note the difference with planar SNS junctions, where Δ
recovers its bulk value only at a distance ξο from the SN
interface.8 The much shorter decay length for nonunifor-
mities due to a constriction is a geometrical "dilution"
effect, well known in the theory of weak links.5·7 No
specific assumptions are made on the Variation of Δ in
the narrow part of the constriction. In particular, our
analysis also applies to a nonsuperconducting constric-
tion [Δ(Γ) =0 at 5minl. Equation (1) remains valid up to
terms of order Sm\„/Sm.M <£ l.

We wish to calculate the current Ι(δφ) which flows in
equilibrium through the constriction, for a given (time
independent) phase difference δφ=φ\—φ2^ ( — π,π) be-
tween the two reservoirs. The equilibrium state is de-
scribed by the eigenfunctions Ψ = (κ,ιΟ of the BdG equa-
tion8

Ή Δ

Δ* -Ή

where Ή"~\

Ψ (2)

— £> is the single-electron

Hamiltonian in a confining potential V. The energy e is
measured relative to £>. The equilibrium current densi-
ty j(r) is obtained from the (normalized) eigenfunctions
by

j=2— Σ Re{/-(e)«*iV« + il -
m f>o

(3)

where the sum is over all states with positive eigenvalue,
and /(<?) = [l +e\p(f/kBT)] ~' is the Fermi function.

The transverse modes \η)=φη(τ) are eigenfunctions of
(py+p?)/2m + V(r), with eigenvalues En(x). We ex-
pand Ψ(Γ)=Ση(«π>ΐ'η)νη into transverse modes and
neglect off -diagonal matrix elements (η\Ή\η'} and
(«|Δ|Η'> ( ( · · · > denotes Integration over y and z). This
is the adiabatic approximation. The functions u„(x) and
i'„Gc) then satisfy the one-dimensional BdG equation,

(plllm —U„)u„+&„v„=eu„,

- (pf/2m — U„) r„+Δ * u„ = ev„ ,
(4)

where

U„(x) =EF-£„(*) - (\/2m)(n\p?\n)«£>-E„(x),

and ΔΛ(Λ:)=(«|Δ|/Ι) is the projection of Δ(Γ) onto the
nth mode. We will consider one mode n < N at a time,
and omit the subscript n for notational simplicity in most
of the equations.

We use the WKB method of Bardeen et a/.,9 which
consists of substituting

, -iη/2 exp (5)

into Eq. (4) and neglecting second-order derivatives (or
products of first-order derivatives). The resulting equa-
tions for η(χ) and k(x) are

(6)

•φ), (7)

where AGx) = |AGt)|e'*(jt). In general, both η and A: are
complex. The WKB approximation requires that U
changes slowly on the scale of λ?, so that reflections due
to abrupt variations in the confining potential can be
neglected. Reflections (accompanied by a change in sign
of ReA;) due to spatial variations in the pair potential are
negligible provided that |Δ| is much smaller than the ki-
netic energy U of motion along the constriction. Since
t/j££> — £yv(0), the WKB method cannot treat the
threshold regime where EF lies within ΔΟ of the cutoff
energy £^(0) of the highest mode N at the narrowest
point of the constriction Ox«=0). The energy Separation
SE=EN+,(0)-EN(0)—EF/N is much larger than Δ0

for small N, so that the threshold regime |£> — £^(0)|
;$Δο consists only of small intervals in Fermi energy
(smaller than the nonthreshold intervals by a factor of
Δ0/<5£·«1).
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For \x\ > L, where Δ is independent of x, one has a
constant η which can take on the two values η* and 77*,

ij^-^ + CT^arccosGi/Ao), - (8)

where ae=l, ah = — 1. We have φ = φ\ for χ < —L and
φ—φ2 for χ > L. The function arccosi is defined such
that arccosf e (Ο,π/2) for 0 < / < 1; for i > l, one has
/arccos/=ln[i + (i2-l)1 / 2]. The WKB wave furctions
Ψ+Α(χ) for |x| > L describe an electronlike (e) or hole-
like (h) quasiparticle with positive ( + ) or negative ( —)
wave vector,

-1/2
ιι,'·*/2,"1

-ιη'·1 exp [ ± i

ke'h = (2m/h2
Δ0

2) I/21 1

(9)

(10)

The square roots are to be taken such that ReA:e'A>0,
lmke> 0, lmkh < 0. The wave function (9) is a solution
for | x |>L of the BdG equation up to second-order
derivatives.

For f>Ao, the wave vectors ke'h are real at |x| > L,
and hence the wave functions (9) remain properly
bounded äs |x| —» °°. Since the states Ψ+·Α and Ψ^Α car-
ry equal but opposite current, with the same density of
states, there is no contribution to the Josephson current
from the continuous spectrum. This is special for the
WKB approximation, which assumes a smoothly varying
Δ. An abrupt Variation in Δ may lead to Andreev
reflections also for e > ΔΟ, and hence to part of the
current being carried by the continuous spectrum.n

For 0 < e < ΔΟ, the two bounded WKB wave functions
are

ί/4+Ψ+ if x< -L,

(B+V+ if x>L, (11)

while Ψ - has the labels e and h interchanged (and sub-
scripts — instead of +). The transition from kh to ke

on passing through the constriction (associated with a
change in sign of Imk) is analogous to Andreev reflection
at an SN interface. ' ' Andreev reflections are to be dis-
tinguished from ordinary reflections involving a change
in sign of Refc. Ordinary reflections due to the pair po-
tential are neglected in the WKB approximation. By
matching the wave functions Ψ + to the region \x\ <L
we obtain a boundary-value problem with a discrete en-
ergy spectrum. Since e <Δο«ί/, we may approximate
k « ± (2mU/h2) 1/2 in Eq. (6) (the upper sign refers to
Ψ+, the lower sign to Ψ-). The boundary-value prob-
lem then becomes

η( — arccos(e/Ao) ,

· φ ( χ ) ] = ί , (12)

(13)

Noting that r; is real, one deduces from Eq. (12) the in-
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equality
and

| < (f+\&\)(h2U/2m) ~ l / 2. Since |Δ|<Δ0

EN(Q), we have the limiting behavior

\η(1)-η(-1)\<(1/ξ0)1\-ΕΝ(0)/ΕΡ]-ι/2-^ Ο

in the limit L/ξο—* O. Hence, to order L/ξο the bound-
state energy e is determined by

arccos(eMo) = ± j δφ , (14)

independent of the precise behavior Ο/Δ(Γ) in the con-
striction. Since arccos(eMo) > 0, there is a single bound
state per mode, with energy independent of the mode in-
dex n<N. The normalized WKB wave function is
given by (using Δο<ί U and

m

2h'

1/2

where φ = (φί+φ2)/2,

k(x)-k0(x)

-ίφ/2

2, and

2U(x)

(15)

(16)

In accordance with Eq. (14), the wave function of the
bound state is Ψ+ for 0 < δφ < π and Ψ - for — π < δφ
< 0. The Josephson current /„ due to mode n < N, eval-

uated in the constriction14 from Eqs. (3) and (\5), is
given by 7„ = ± (<?M)(A0

2-e2)1/2[l -2/(e)]. Substi-
tuting e=Ao cos (c50/2), and summing over the N propa-
gating modes, we obtain the total Josephson current

Κδφ) =./V-;-A0(r)sin(,5<»/2)tanh
n

Δ0(7·)

2kBT
cos(<5<»/2)

(17)

Since N is an integer, Eq. (17) teils us that / for a
given value of δφ increases stepwise äs a function of the
width of the constriction. At 7=0 we have Ι(δφ)
=jY(Mo/ft)sin(c50/2), with a critical current Ic"Ne&o/
h (reached at δφ=π). Near the critical temperature Tc

we have

Κδφ) ^Nk^/lhkBTchin^),

and the critical current is reached at δφ'=π/2. (The
characteristic temperature is Tc rather than δΕ/ke, be-
cause of the condition Δο<Κ<5£.) The ratio I/G (with
G3=s2Ne2/h the normal-state conductance of the quan-
tum point contact) does not contain 7V and is formally
identical to the result for a classical point contact.7 We
refer to Refs. 5 and 7 for graphs of the temperature
dependence of Ι(δφ)/Ο and IC/G.

Observation of the discretized critical current predict-
ed in this paper requires the fabrication of a constriction
with continuously variable width, or electron density.
The narrow part of the constriction need not consist of a
superconducting material. Quantum point contacts have
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been realized in the two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) of a GaAs-(Al,Ga)As heterostructure,1"3 but it
may be difficult to use such a constriction äs a weak link
between superconducting banks because of the formation
of Schottky barriers. The 2DEG in the surface Inversion
layer of p-type InAs does not suffer from this draw-
back.l5 A negatively biased split-gate (insulated from
the inversion layer) might be used to laterally deplete the
2DEG, in order to create a smooth and short constriction
of variable width, connecting two superconducting
banks. A problem with this S-2DEG-S structure is the
large conduction-band offset at the 2DEG-S interface,
which can induce spurious reflections that may compli-
cate the observation of the effect.

In summary, we have presented the analog for the sta-
tionary Josephson effect of the conductance quantization
in the normal state. We have focused on the case of an
adiabatic constriction with a vanishingly small threshold
regime. Future work will consider the effects of nonadia-
baticity and the threshold behavior in the intervals
\Ep ~EN\ ;$Δο. Observation of the discretization of the
Josephson current predicted here presents an experimen-
tal challenge.
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